Combined with advanced crystal growth technology and reduced dislocation densities, the higher tolerance to metal contamination of n-type silicon makes n-type cast-grown silicon a potential option for low cost high quality substrates for solar cells. Using a combination of photoconductance based lifetime testing and photoluminescence imaging, we have investigated the carrier lifetime in wafers from the bottom, middle, and top parts of a n-type high-performance multicrystalline (HPM) silicon ingot, and wafers from n-type mono-like silicon ingots after each high temperature solar cell processes, including after boron diffusion, phosphorus diffusion, and hydrogenation. Although boron diffusion leads to a degradation of the sample lifetime, phosphorus diffusion and hydrogenation is effective at recovering the lifetime in the intra-grain region and at the grain boundaries respectively. Quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC) measurements show that the arithmetic average lifetime of HPM silicon wafers and mono-like silicon wafers can reach up to 1.8 and 3.3 ms respectively for a process sequence including a boron diffusion, with corresponding implied open circuit voltage of about 720 mV. If the boron diffusion can be avoided, average lifetimes up to 3.0 and 6.6 ms can be achieved respectively, highlighting the excellent potential of n-type cast-grown materials.
Introduction
Recent advances in crystal growth technology have resulted in a new generation of cast-grown multicrystalline silicon materials with low dislocation density, the so-called highperformance multicrystalline (HPM) silicon, which is becoming mainstream within the photovoltaic industry. 1, 2) More recently, there have also been significant advances in the understanding and control of defect generation and multiplication in cast-grown mono-like silicon materials. [3] [4] [5] [6] Although mono-like silicon technology is not as well established as HPM silicon, mono-like silicon can be grown with mostly (100) crystal orientation, which can be textured using alkaline texturing, and is therefore compatible with diamond-wire sawing technologies.
3) As such, mono-like silicon offers the potential of low-cost cast-grown silicon substrate for solar cells.
For both HPM Si and mono-like Si, conversion to n-type doping may be an option to further increase the quality of the cast-grown materials, as the better resistance to metal contamination of n-type silicon can potentially offset the higher impurity content inherent in cast grown materials. 7) There have been numerous studies reporting on the high lifetime achieved with n-type multicrystalline silicon. [8] [9] [10] [11] An average lifetime of 1.6 ms has been reported for n-type multicrystalline Si wafers of resistivity 2.3 Ω·cm after phosphorus diffusion. 8) Furthermore, a cell efficiency of 19.6% has been reported on n-type HPM Si solar cells based on the tunnel oxide passivated contact (TOPCON) technology. 12) On the other hand, results on n-type mono-like silicon have been more limited. Recently, Wu et al. 3) reported lifetimes up to 3.16 ms on n-type mono-like Si wafers after gettering.
While considering the lifetime of n-type material, it is important to note that an additional boron diffusion is typically required for the formation of the pn junction. Boron diffusions are performed at higher temperatures compared to phosphorus diffusions, and standard boron diffusions also lack the gettering effect of phosphorus diffusions, and hence may lead to thermal degradation of the bulk lifetime. [13] [14] [15] [16] On the other hand, the gettering effect of phosphorus diffusions and the passivation effect of hydrogenation can still be very effective at improving the lifetime. 15, 17, 18) Therefore, it is important to consider the impact of all process steps when evaluating the suitability of a material for solar cells. In this work, we investigate the effect of high temperature process steps commonly used in n-type solar cell fabrication, including boron diffusion, phosphorus diffusion, and hydrogenation, on the lifetime of n-type HPM Si and cast-grown mono-like Si.
Experimental methods
Phosphorus doped n-type silicon wafers from a centre brick in a single G6-sized HPM silicon ingot and two G1-sized mono-like silicon ingots were used for this study. Wafers from the bottom, middle, and top parts of the HPM silicon ingot and wafers from the middle of the mono-like silicon ingots were selected. The resistivity of the wafers was between 1.5 and 2.2 Ω·cm and between 3.9 and 4.2 Ω·cm for the HPM silicon and mono-like silicon respectively. The samples were cut to 5 × 5 cm 2 pieces for ease of processing and to minimise wafer breakage during processing. After damage removal etch in a solution of HF : HNO 3 ¼ 1 : 8, a boron diffusion was performed at a temperature of 950°C for 70 min, resulting in a sheet resistance of around 100 Ω=□. After etching off the boron diffusion, the subsequent phosphorus diffusion at 825°C for 40 min resulted in a sheet resistance of about 100 Ω=□. Both boron and phosphorus diffusion were loaded in and unloaded at temperature of 700°C and the average heating and cooling rate was about 7°C=min. After further etching to remove the phosphorus diffusion, hydrogenation was performed by plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) of SiN x on both surfaces, followed by rapid thermal annealing at 500°C for 10 s. Sister wafers were used to evaluate the lifetime of the samples after each stage of processing, including in the as-grown state, after boron diffusion, after phosphorus diffusion, and finally after hydrogenation. In order to quantify the potential benefits of eliminating the boron diffusion, sister wafers without boron diffusions and only phosphorus diffusion and hydrogenation were also processed. For all samples, the surface layers were etched off after processing, and re-passivated using PECVD SiN x (Surface recombination velocity < 10 cm=s), so the effective lifetime presented can be considered as a close representation of the bulk lifetime of the wafer.
The lifetimes of the wafers were characterised using a combination of quasi-steady-state photoconductance (QSSPC) lifetime measurements using a WCT-120 tool from Sinton Instruments, 19) and photoluminescence (PL) imaging 20) using the LIS-R1 tool from BT Imaging. The PL images were taken at 0.1 suns to better approximate maximum power point conditions, and were calibrated using the method as detailed in Sio et al. 21) It should be noted that the PL imaging is performed under a constant generation rate; hence the minority carrier density is dependent on the lifetime of the sample. The injection dependent lifetime results from the Sinton lifetime tester indicate that the constant generation rate of 0.1 suns corresponds to average minority carrier densities ranging from 5 × 10 14 to 5 × 10 15 cm −3 , depending on the lifetime of the sample. We therefore chose to report the QSSPC lifetimes at an excess carrier density of 1 × 10 15 cm
. Since the lifetimes of some of the samples have significant injection dependence in that range, the exact value of the lifetime measured using the two methods applied here may be different.
Results

High performance multicrystalline silicon
As shown in Fig. 1 , the area-averaged QSSPC lifetime of the n-type HPM silicon across the ingot degrades after boron diffusion, particularly for wafers from the middle and top parts of the ingot. Inspection of the PL images in Fig. 2 shows that the degradation during boron diffusion is in both the intra-grain regions and at the grain boundaries. In the case of wafers from the bottom of the ingot, the grain boundaries were already recombination active in the as-grown state, therefore the effect of the boron diffusion on the average lifetime was less significant. The subsequent phosphorus diffusion is effective at improving and recovering the lifetime of the samples from the middle and top parts of the ingot. The PL images in Fig. 2 show that the improvement is mostly within the intra-grain regions, while the grain boundaries remain very recombination active. For wafers in the bottom of the ingot, the grain size is smaller and there is a higher density of grain boundaries, hence the average lifetime is dominated by recombination at the grain boundaries. As a result, the average lifetime remains largely unchanged after phosphorus diffusion for wafers from the bottom of the ingot. Lastly, hydrogenation is very effective at improving the lifetime of the HPM silicon wafers across the positions investigated here. The improvement is mostly from the passivation of the grain boundaries, as observed by the significantly decreased contrast of grain boundaries in the PL images. In contrast to the grain boundaries which were mostly passivated after hydrogenation, the dislocation clusters remain recombination active for the hydrogenation used here. These are most evident as dark regions in the wafers from the top of the ingot. The final average lifetime of the n-type HPM Si wafers are above 1 ms after diffusion and hydrogenation, with wafers from the middle of the ingot reaching up to 1.8 ms. The PL images show that the lifetime in the intra-grain regions were about 2 ms for wafers from the bottom and top of the ingot, and up to 2.9 ms for wafers from the middle of the HPM ingot. Figure 3 shows that the average lifetimes of the n-type mono-like wafers have a similar response to diffusions and hydrogenation as the HPM Si wafers. Boron diffusion leads to a degradation in the average lifetime, which is then recovered during the subsequent phosphorus diffusion and hydrogenation. After hydrogenation, the average lifetime can reach up to 3.1 ms for wafers from cast-mono ingot #2. The PL images in Fig. 4 indicate that the intra-grain regions and the crystallographic defects in mono-like Si also have a similar response as in HPM Si. Boron diffusion resulted in degradation of both the intra-grain regions and the grain boundaries, while phosphorus diffusion mainly improved the intra-grain regions and hydrogenation was very effective at passivating the boundaries between the seeding plates, such as that in the middle of the wafers from mono-like Si ingot #2. Figure 5 shows the impact of the boron diffusion, after the recovery from the subsequent phosphorus diffusion and hydrogenation. For all the cast-grown wafers investigated, higher lifetimes can be achieved for samples that did not receive boron diffusions. For most of the samples, the difference is close to a factor of 2. PL images in Fig. 6 show that the negative impact of boron diffusion on the final lifetime is on both the intra-grain regions and crystallographic defects.
Mono-like silicon
Impact of boron diffusion
Discussion
The results clearly show that the boron diffusions used here lead to a degradation of the wafer quality, both in terms of the . Fig. 4 . (Color online) Calibrated PL images of wafers from the middle of 2 n-type mono-like Si ingots, for the as grown state, after boron diffusion (B), after boron and phosphorus diffusion (B+P), and after boron, phosphorus and hydrogenation (B+P+H). Images were taken at 0.1 suns to approximate maximum power point conditions. Note that the color map is in logarithmic scale, and the lifetimes are in units of µs. lifetime after boron diffusion only and also in the final lifetime after subsequent phosphorus diffusion and hydrogenation. This is likely due to the higher temperature required for the boron diffusion, leading to thermal degradation of the sample. 12, 22, 23) In addition to the higher temperature required, the standard boron diffusion with in-situ post oxidation used in this work, is not effective at gettering metal impurities.
13) It may be possible to reduce the bulk degradation during boron diffusion by utilising the gettering effect of the boron rich layer grown in-situ during the boron diffusion. 11, 13) However, doing so requires that the in-situ post oxidation is avoided, which would also result in higher J 0e due to higher surface dopant concentration and risk of bulk degradation due to the thermal stress. 24) An alternative approach for reducing the thermal degradation during the boron diffusion is to use a diffusion process with lower temperature and longer time.
12)
The effect of the subsequent phosphorus diffusion and hydrogenation after boron diffusion on the n-type HPM Si is similar to the effect on p-type multicrystalline silicon. 17) While phosphorus diffusion is a very effective gettering method, 22, 25, 26) and can improve the intra-grain lifetime significantly, the grain boundaries remain very recombination active after phosphorus diffusion. On the other hand, hydrogenation is effective at passivating the grain boundaries, but is not as effective on dislocation clusters. In addition to that, the effect of phosphorus diffusion and hydrogenation on mono-like Si is also similar to HPM Si in general. Compared to the HPM Si, the lifetime of the mono-like Si investigated in this work is higher. While the higher lifetime can be partially attributed to the lower doping concentration of the mono-like Si, another important factor is the low concentration of localised recombination centres and defects, a result of advances in the mono-like Si ingot growth technology. [3] [4] [5] [6] In comparison to p-type silicon, the diffusivity of the minority carriers in n-type silicon is lower by about a factor of 2 to 3 depending on the dopant concentration. Therefore, it is also important to consider the diffusion length of the samples, when evaluating the potential of the material. In the case of the n-type HPM silicon and mono-like silicon wafers investigated here, the highest diffusion lengths at 0.1 suns are calculated to be more than 1400 µm, which would be much higher than the thickness of the solar cells. After taking into account the degradation during boron diffusion, Fig. 7 shows that the HPM Si and mono-like Si can reach implied open circuit voltage (V OC ) of 719 and 721 mV. If the boron diffusion can be avoided, such as for cell designs incorporating carrier selective hole transport layers deposited at low temperature, 27) the implied V OC can be significantly improved, particularly for the mono-like Si wafers, which can reach up to 739 mV.
Conclusions
The lifetime of n-type HPM Si and mono-like Si have been investigated in the as-grown state, after boron diffusion, phosphorus diffusion, and hydrogenation. Boron diffusion leads to significant degradation in the sample lifetime, both in the intra-grain region and at the crystallographic defects. However, the subsequent phosphorus diffusion provides effective gettering, and can improve the intra-grain lifetime significantly. Similar to p-type multicrystalline Si, hydrogenation is also effective at passivating the grain boundaries, improving the lifetime significantly, particularly in wafers with small grain size and high grain boundary density. After recovery from phosphorus diffusion and hydrogenation, the implied V OC can reach up to 720 mV. Despite the efficacy of phosphorus diffusion and hydrogenation, the degradation during boron diffusion is still evident when compared to sister wafers that bypassed the boron diffusion. This suggests that modification to the solar cell process, such as by reducing the boron diffusion temperature, or by implementing alternative low temperature hole transport layers, such as MoO x , 27) to replace the boron diffusion, can further improve the final quality of the material.
